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WHY B ITCOIN NOW?

Bitcoin has transformed from a relatively obscure digital 

currency into a globally recognized institutional asset. Since 

its inception over 13 years ago, the institutional infrastructure, 

awareness, and adoption of bitcoin have improved. Last year, 

Bitcoin eclipsed $3 trillion in payment transaction volume, 

surpassing Discover and American Express.1 Today, bitcoin 

stands as a legitimate macro asset. Bitcoin has cemented 

its use case as digital gold. To that end, in November 2021, 

Bitcoin underwent the Taproot upgrade to revamp transaction 

efficiency, privacy, and support smart contracts initiatives. 

Despite the volatility reflected in bitcoin’s current price level, 

when compared to other traditional assets, we believe bitcoin 

still has plenty of room to expand. Compared to gold’s ~$11.2T 

market cap,2 or the US stock market’s ~$53T market cap,3 bitcoin’s 

~$875B market cap seems relatively small, and its upside can 

therefore be quite large.4

We are in one of the most active periods on record for crypto. 

New all-time highs in asset prices, user adoption, and trading 

activity are occurring, cementing a role for digital assets in 

mainstream fintech. And while crypto saw continued price 

volatility across 2021 – total market capitalization beginning 

the year at $783 billion, peaking at $3 trillion in November, and 

ending the period at $2.3 trillion – a net gain of 180.9% year to 

date was registered.5 There are two trends making bitcoin an 

increasingly compelling offensive and defensive play. First, 

bitcoin provides investors with upside exposure to digitization. 

The world is digitizing at a breathtaking pace, and bitcoin 

is well-positioned to grow alongside that inexorable trend. 

Second, distrust in institutions continues growing globally. The 

wealth transfer shift in demographics towards digital-native 

generations, like Millenials and Gen Z, introduces a new pool 

of potential investors who seek investment avenues beyond 

centralized finance and are more willing to adopt digital 

assets. Moreover, bitcoin’s fixed supply –there will only ever 

be 21 million bitcoin – stands in sharp contrast to the Federal 

Reserve’s rampant money printing. The halving event in May 

2020 (the next projected halving is May 2024) lowered the 

coin’s annual inflation rate from 3.6% to 1.8%, while the 2021 

US deficit is estimated to have exceeded $3T, 13% of GDP.6,7

Beneath this macroeconomic overlay lies a regulatory 

foundation representing another accelerant for bitcoin’s 

adoption and growth. In 2017, the US Commodity Futures 

Trading Commission (CFTC) approved platforms like the 

Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) and the CBOE Futures 

Exchange (CFE) to trade bitcoin futures. In mid-2018, the 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) staff clarified 

bitcoin’s status as a non-security — a critical assessment as 

the debate around cryptocurrency regulation often focused on 

coins’ status as securities. In 2021, we saw even more signs 

of regulatory adoption happening worldwide. In September 

2021, The Republic of Panama introduced a bill regulating 

cryptocurrency, and El Salvador made bitcoin legal tender. 

In Q4 of 2021, the Miami mayor and the New York mayor 

announced plans to accept paychecks entirely in bitcoin. 

Last October, the SEC approved the first U.S. based bitcoin 

futures ETF.8 Since then, a total of six Bitcoin ETFs have been 

approved for trading. Most recently, at the beginning of  

March 2022, President Biden signed an Executive Order 

outlining the first ever, whole-of-government approach to 

harnessing the potential benefits of digital assets and their 

underlying technology. These regulatory developments 

strengthen bitcoin as an investable asset.
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Institutional infrastructure continues developing in 

tandem with regulatory advancements. In December 2021, 

Visa launched a multinational crypto advisory service for 

banking clients and merchants to assist clients and partners 

with crypto.9 At the beginning of March 2022, the Chicago 

Mercantile Exchange (CME) announced plans to launch micro 

bitcoin and ether options, opening the crypto derivatives 

market to smaller investors.10 Galaxy itself has played a role in 

crypto’s institutional infrastructure build; in partnership with 

Bloomberg, we launched the Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index 

(BGCI) in 2018 to improve data integrity and standardization 

among digital assets. In May 2021, the S&P Dow Jones 

launched indices to measure the performance of digital assets. 

These infrastructure improvements have, in turn, established 

the rails for institutional quality products like our Galaxy 

Crypto Index Fund and Galaxy Bitcoin Funds, a key reason our 

funds received a positive operational due diligence score from 

a prominent global investment consultant.

Bitcoin’s macro landscape, regulatory foundation, and 

institutional infrastructure have already caught investors’ 

attention. It’s clear that bitcoin has morphed from an early 

adoption phase into a rapid growth phase. We’re seeing bitcoin 

adoption levels increase across multiple investor categories, 

all of which had previously avoided crypto: traditional hedge 

funds, family offices, institutional allocators, and wealth 

channels. In a letter to investors, macro expert Paul Tudor 

Jones compared bitcoin’s role in a portfolio today to that of 

gold in the 1970s. He also bet that bitcoin would be the best-

performing hedge against the current Great Monetary Inflation 

and subsequently disclosed a portfolio allocation of “1% to 2%” 

towards bitcoin as protection against the potential decline of 

the U.S. dollar.11 The Tudor news means the proverbial Rubicon 

crossing for bitcoin is behind us, and the asset can now be 

considered another inflation-fighting tool for hedge funds. 

Following in Tudor’s footsteps, Ray Dalio, financial thought 

leader and founder of Bridgewater, the world’s largest hedge 

fund, penned his thoughts on bitcoin, claiming: “I believe 

bitcoin is one hell of an invention.” And Stanley Druckenmiller, 

arguably the world’s best macro investor, announced his 

bitcoin position on CNBC. We expect other hedge funds to 

follow in these footsteps.

Traditional wealth managers are also waking up to the 

potential benefits of bitcoin. Sixty percent of advisors now 

indicate that they are likely to allocate client portfolios to 

bitcoin within the next 12 months. Morgan Stanley is the 

first big U.S. bank to offer access to bitcoin funds to wealth 

management clients on its platform and many other platforms 

are following suit. Institutional advisors respond to increased 

end-client interest; 56% claim their perception of bitcoin is 

more positive over the past six months (13% more positive than 

RIA Channel surveys conducted in July).12 On the consumer 

side, Visa Inc. allows the use of USD Coin (USDC) to settle 

transactions on its payment network.13 PayPal has integrated 

bitcoin transactions for its 426 million users.14 In addition, 

Tesla, MicroStrategy, and Square all hold strong allotments of 

bitcoin on their balance sheets.

We are not surprised that heightened interest in bitcoin across 

all investor types coincides with the broad acceleration of 

digitization. Mastercard has enabled digital asset purchases 

through its partnership with Bakkt and announced plans 

to help central banks explore the development of a central 

bank digital currency (CBDC).15 Apple Pay receives support 

from Bitpay’s digital asset card payment system and Apple 

intends to roll out a new iPhone feature allowing merchants 

to accept crypto payments.16 We believe in a future in which 

digital money (USD, China’s digital yuan), digital payments , 

and digital stores of value ( bitcoin) exist side-by-side. Each 

of these projects will require sustained investment in digital 

payment rails and infrastructure, a reality offering material 

support to bitcoin as a digital store of value thesis. Bitcoin’s 

future is bright, and now is the time to start incorporating it 

into portfolios.
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GALAXY B ITCOIN FUNDS R ISK  FACTORS

Investment Risks Generally. An investment in the Fund, 

involves a high degree of risk, including the risk that the 

entire amount invested may be lost. The Fund will invest 

in bitcoin using strategies and investment techniques with 

significant risk characteristics, including risks arising 

from the volatility of the global Cryptocurrency markets 

and the risk of loss from counterparty defaults. The Fund’s 

investment program may use investment techniques 

that involve substantial volatility and can, in certain 

circumstances, substantially increase the adverse impact 

to which the Fund may be subject. All investments made 

by the Fund will risk the loss of capital. No guarantee or 

representation is made that the Fund’s investment program 

will be successful, that the Fund will achieve its investment 

objective or that there will be any return of capital invested to 

investors in the Fund, and investment results may vary.

Different from Directly Owning Bitcoin. The performance 

of the Fund will not reflect the specific return an investor would 

realize if the investor actually purchased bitcoin. Investors in 

the Fund will not have any rights that bitcoin holders have.

No Guarantee of Return or Performance. The obligations 

or performance of the Fund or the returns on investments 

in the Fund are not guaranteed in any way. Any losses of the 

Fund will be borne solely by investors in the Fund. Ownership 

interests in the Fund are not insured by the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation, and are not deposits, obligations of, or 

endorsed or guaranteed in any way, by any banking entity.

Regulation & Supply. Bitcoin is loosely regulated and there 

is no central marketplace for currency exchange. Supply is 

determined by a computer code, not by a central bank, and 

prices can be extremely volatile. 

Exchanges. Exchanges may suffer from operational issues, such 

as delayed execution, that could have an adverse effect on the 

Fund. Cryptocurrency exchanges have been closed due to fraud, 

failure or security breaches. Any of the Fund’s funds that reside 

on an exchange that shuts down or suffers a breach may be lost.

Value. Several factors may affect the price of bitcoin, including, 

but not limited to: supply and demand, investors’ expectations 

with respect to the rate of inflation, interest rates, currency 

exchange rates or future regulatory measures (if any) that 

restrict the trading of bitcoin or the use of bitcoin as a form of 

payment. There is no assurance that bitcoin will maintain its 

long-term value in terms of purchasing power in the future, 

or that acceptance of bitcoin payments by mainstream retail 

merchants and commercial businesses will continue to grow.

Protocol. Bitcoin is created, issued, transmitted, and stored 

according to protocols run by computers in the bitcoin 

network. It is possible the bitcoin protocol has undiscovered 

flaws which could result in the loss of some or all assets held 

by the Fund. There may also be network-scale attacks against 

the bitcoin protocol, which result in the loss of some or all of 

assets held by the Fund. Advancements in quantum computing 

could break bitcoin’s cryptographic rules. The Fund makes no 

guarantees about the reliability of the cryptography used to 

create, issue, or transmit bitcoin held by the Fund.

Volatility. Bitcoin’s value has historically been highly 

volatile. For instance, during the period from December 17, 

2017 to February 5, 2018, bitcoin experienced a decline of 

roughly 60%. More recently, during the period from February 

13, 2020, until March 16, 2020, the value of bitcoin fell by over 

50%. In addition, uncertainty related to the effects of bitcoin’s 

recent “halving ” could contribute to volatility in the bitcoin 

markets. The value of the bitcoin held by the Fund could 

decline rapidly in future periods, including to zero.

These are not all the risk factors associated with bitcoin or the Funds. Refer to the Private Placement Memorandum for more risk factors.
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IMPORTANT  D ISCLOSURES

The information (Information) contained herein may not be reproduced or redistributed 
in whole or in part, in any format, without the express written approval of Galaxy Digital 
Capital Management LP (“GALAXY”). By accepting this document, you acknowledge 
and agree that all of the Information contained in this document is proprietary to Galaxy. 
While not explicitly referenced within this piece, Galaxy manages the Galaxy Bitcoin 
Funds and the Galaxy Crypto Index Master Fund LP (collectively, the “Funds”) which 
invest in bitcoin. The Information is not an offer to buy or sell, nor is it a solicitation 
of an offer to buy or sell, interests in the Funds or any advisory services or any other 
security or to participate in any advisory services or trading strategy. If any offer and 
sale of securities is made, it will be pursuant to the confidential offering memorandum 
of the Funds (the Offering Memorandum). Any decision to make an investment in 
the Funds should be made after reviewing such Offering Memorandum, conducting 
such investigations as the investor deems necessary and consulting the investor’s 
own investment, legal, accounting and tax advisors in order to make an independent 
determination of the suitability and consequences of an investment. Securities 
transactions are effected through Galaxy Digital Partners LLC, a member of FINRA and 
SIPC. The Information is being provided to you solely for discussion purposes and may 
not be used or relied on for any purpose (including, without limitation, as legal, tax or 
investment advice) without the express written approval of Galaxy. Investment in the 
Fund is different from the Bloomberg Bitcoin Cryptocurrency Fixing Rate (the “Index”). 
The performance of the Fund will vary from the performance of the Index.

Certain statements reflect Galaxy’s views, estimates, opinions or predictions (which
may be based on proprietary models and assumptions, including, in particular, Galaxy’s
views on the current and future market for digital assets), and there is no guarantee
that these views, estimates, opinions or predictions are currently accurate or that they
will be ultimately realized. To the extent these assumptions or models are not correct
or circumstances change, the actual performance of Galaxy and the Fund may vary
substantially from, and be less than, the estimated performance. None of Galaxy, the
Fund nor any of their respective affiliates, shareholders, partners, members, directors,
officers, management, employees or representatives makes any representation 
or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the 
Information or any other information (whether communicated in written or oral form) 
transmitted or made available to you. Each of the aforementioned parties expressly 
disclaims any and all liability relating to or resulting from the use of the Information or 
such other information.

Except where otherwise indicated, the Information is based on matters as they exist as of
the date of preparation and not as of any future date and will not be updated or otherwise
revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes available, or circumstances
existing or changes occurring after the date hereof.

Investing in financial markets, the Fund and digital assets, including Bitcoin, involves 
a substantial degree of risk. There can be no assurance that the investment objectives 
described herein will be achieved. Any investment in the Fund or bitcoin may result 
in a loss of the entire amount invested. Investment losses may occur, and investors 
could lose some or all of their investment. No guarantee or representation is made that 
Galaxy’s investment strategy, including, without limitation, its business and investment 
objectives, diversification strategies or risk monitoring goals, will be successful, and 
investment results may vary substantially over time. Nothing herein is intended to 
imply that the Galaxy’s investment methodology or that investing in bitcoin may be 
considered “conservative”, “safe”, “risk free”, or “risk averse.” Neither historical returns 
nor economic, market or other performance is an indication of future results.

Certain information contained herein (including financial information) has been obtained 
from published and non-published sources. Such information has not been independently 
verified by Galaxy, and Galaxy does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of such 
information. Galaxy does not provide tax, accounting or legal advice. Notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary, each recipient of this Information, and each employee, 
representative or other agent of such recipient may disclose to any and all persons, without 
limitation of any kind, the U.S. income and franchise tax treatment and the U.S. income and 
franchise tax structure of the transactions contemplated hereby and all materials of any 
kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) that are provided to such recipient relating 
to such tax treatment and tax structure insofar as such treatment and/or structure relates 
to a U.S. income or franchise tax strategy provided to such recipient by Galaxy.

Certain information contained herein constitutes forward-looking statements, which 
can be identified by the use of terms such as “may”, “will”, “should”, “expect”, “anticipate”, 
“project”, “estimate”, “intend”, “continue” or “believe” (or the negatives thereof ) or other 
variations thereof. Due to various risks and uncertainties, including those discussed 
above, actual events or results, the ultimate business or activities of Galaxy or the Fund 
or the actual performance of Galaxy, the Fund, or bitcoin may differ materially from those 
reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. As a result, investors 
should not rely on such forward-looking statements in making their investment decisions.

None of the Information has been filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission, any securities administrator under any state securities laws or any other 
governmental or self-regulatory authority. No governmental authority has opined on 
the merits of the offering of any securities by the Fund or Galaxy, or the adequacy of the 
information contained herein. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense in 
the United States. Affiliates of Galaxy own investments in some of the digital assets and 
protocols discussed in this document, including bitcoin.

Hedge funds and other alternative investments involve a high degree of risk and can 
be illiquid due to restrictions on transfer and lack of a secondary trading market. They 
can be highly leveraged, speculative, and volatile, and an investor could lose all or a 
substantial amount of an investment. Alternative investments may lack transparency 
to investors of information as to share price, valuation, and portfolio holdings. Complex 
tax structures often result in delayed tax reporting and potentially materially different 
returns for offshore versus onshore investors. Compared to mutual funds, alternative 
investments are subject to less regulation and often charge higher fees.

BLOOMBERG is a trademark or service mark of Bloomberg Finance L.P. GALAXY is a 
trademark of GDCM. Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates (collectively, Bloomberg) 
are not affiliated with GDCM, the Fund and their respective affiliates (collectively, Galaxy). 
Bloomberg’s association with Galaxy is to act as the administrator and calculation agent 
of the Index, which is the property of Bloomberg. Neither Bloomberg nor Galaxy guarantee 
the timeliness, accurateness, or completeness of any data or information relating to the 
Index or results to be obtained. Neither Bloomberg nor Galaxy make any warranty, express 
or implied, as to the Index, any data or values relating thereto or any financial product or 
instrument linked to, using as a component thereof or based on the Index (Products) or 
results to be obtained therefrom, and expressly disclaims all warranties of merchantability 
and fitness for a particular purpose with respect thereto. To the maximum extent allowed 
by law, Bloomberg, Galaxy and its or their licensors, and its and their respective employees, 
contractors, agents, suppliers, and vendors shall have no liability or responsibility 
whatsoever for any injury or damages— whether direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, 
punitive, or otherwise—arising in connection with the Index, any data or values relating 
thereto or any Products—whether arising from their negligence or otherwise.
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